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publication in JEMA. over the past several years; examples: JEMA.
5(2), Summer 1995; 5(3) Winter 1994-1995; 6(3), p. 15 Winter 19951996; and 6(3):69, where “Ruth” (female Asian elephant, Detroit Zoo,
Michigan USA), “Laura” (female African elephant, Ivory Haven
Farms, Michigan USA), “Iki” (female Asian elephant, Ringling Bros,
and Bamum & Bailey Circus prior to July 1980) and “Nikolai” (male
Asian elephant, Lion Country Safari, Ontario, Canada) are depicted.
Casting a life-sized bronze elephant: Sculptor Mihail launched
a mammoth project in 1976: to cast a live, wild, adult bull elephant in
Kenya. Part one was accomplished in 1980. After ten years the non
profit foundation called Cast The Sleeping Elephant Trust, raised funds
to finish the model. The first bronze edition, with 2-foot penis exposed,
was presented to the United Nations by the governments of Kenya,
Namibia, and Nepal. SOURCES: Woodstock Times (New York)
[August 1, 1991], p. 20, Times 2; The Argus. Times-Star [November
20, 1998], p. News-7.
Recycling at its finest — Several zoos in the USA are cashing in on
exotic manure for fertilizer; Philadelphia Zoo sells “ZOOM”: US $2.95
for 2 pounds. Woodland Park Zoo in Seattle: US $1.00 for 25 pounds.
This venture has made as much as US $18,000.00 in one year.
Memphis Zoo supplies the ZooDoo Company of Memphis, Tennessee
(USA). They sell animal shaped manure products such as “Dung
Bunnies,” and “Crock A Doos”. SOURCE: CR [1999], 27(1 ):6.
Gibraltar, Michigan USA. The city has invited gardeners to help
themselves to the leavings of “Nina”, “Viola” and “Brittany”. The
Kelly-Miller Circus left some 900 pounds of elephant manure. The
manure, when mixed with grass clippings and leaves in a compost
heap, becomes a rich garden fertilizer, according to Pamela Morrison,
an assistant horticulturist at the Henry Ford Estate in Dearborn,
Michigan, USA. SOURCE: OP [(Michigan) June 28, 1995], p. A8.
Dung from elephants at the Pretoria Zoo (Republic of South Africa) has
been used to make a rough, fibrous paper that is folded into envelopes
containing three Bushveld willow seeds. The package — seeds and
manure — can be planted together. SOURCE: CR [September 18,
1995], 38:3. Ringling Bros, and Bamum & Bailey Circus gives away
“pachyderm poo”. It is high in nutrients including phosphorus, calcium
and nitrogen and plenty of organic materials, said circus officials.
SOURCE: paper unidentified, circa 1990. Finally, artist Chris Ofili
won the controversial The Turner prize of US $33,000.00. His vibrant
paintings are bedecked with elephant dung. SOURCE: Orlando
Sentinel, circa 1998.
In 1990, 65,000 teachers in North America received packets of
tomato seeds from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) in a program for schools. Half of the seeds had been placed
in earth orbit in the Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF) in 1984
and not retrieved until six years later by the crew of space shuttle
Discovery, following delays due to the Challenger disaster. Half of the
seeds had been kept in North Carolina (USA) under similar
environmental conditions. Among the schools participating was
Roeper City and Country School, Birmingham, Michigan, where Hezy
and Sandra Shoshani were teaching. Students in the middle school
germinated seeds and then employed five different media to raise
plants. One of the media was sterilized and dried elephant scat
obtained over a number of years from circuses visiting southeastern
Michigan. A total of 99 plants (both control - from seeds not flown in
space - and experimental) was grown in elephant scat but only 34
achieved flowering and bore fruit. Tomatoes from those plants were as
tasty as those from other plants, research students agreed. NASA
reported that studies from schools indicated differences in the
germination rates and in early plant growth rates but the latter were not
sustained. No information has indicated mutation effects in the seeds.
SOURCES: OMNI [May 1990], 12(8):46; personal observations. W

ERRATA and CORRIGENDA for Elephant volumes 1 and 2
Errata given here are in addition to those provided in: Errata sheet
for volume 1, no. 2, Elephant. 1(2):35, 1(3):51, 1(4):232, 2(1):167,
2(2):181-2, 2(3):100. We are grateful to readers who sent us
corrections.
General Errata, mostly typographical
Volume 1(2), page 29, 5th line: children — should be: Children.
Volume 1(2), page 29, 13th line: Vicoria — should be: Victoria.
Volume 1(2), page 29, 20th line: Baily — should be: Bailey.
Volume 2(1), page 25, under “Musth gland, Weight”: 5.53 — should be:
2.5 [note: error due to not converting from pounds to kilograms;
this erratum slightly affects total weight of Iki and subsequent
calculations].
Volume 2(1), page 33, under “Lungs, Weight”: 98.0 — should be: 44.4
[note: error due to not converting from pounds to kilograms; this
erratum slightly affects total weight of Iki and subsequent
calculations].
Volume 2(1), page 35, under “TOTAL WEIGHT’: 2,154.16 — should
be: 2,097.53 [note: error due to not converting from pounds to
kilograms as noted in the errata to 2(1), pages 25 and 33 above].
Volume 2(1), page 159, under “Elephant takes to the trees” line 2 from
bottom: Quirk and Quark — should be: Quirks and Quarks.
Volume 2(2), page ii, under Elephant Workshops: 1982-1985 — should
be: 1982-1986.
Volume 2(2), page iii, under Bibliography staff, 6th line: O’Connel —
should be: O’Connell.
Volume 2(2), page 46, under “November 9”, line 5: Suan — should be:
Suam.
Volume 2(2), page 71, heading at top: Hayens — should be: Haynes.
Volume 2(2), page 89, under no. 3, d, 3rd line: Massachesetts — should
be: Massachusetts.
Volume 2(2), pages 93, 99, 101, 111, 125, 127, 129, heading at top:
Shoshnai — should be: Shoshani.
Volume 2(2), page 126, last line (under “Name”): unknown — should
be: Maverick.
Volume 2(2), page 117, 1st line: introducton — should be: introduction.
Volume 2(2), page 143, under 9:00-11:00 a.m., Management Session:
Uchaining — should be: Unchaining.
Volume 2(2), page 151, under K. C. Menon: 1914 — should be: 1919.
Volume 2(2), page 162, under gross findings, 2nd line: ight — should
be: right.
Volume 2(2), page 162, under conclusion, 2nd line: egenerative —
should be: degenerative.
Volume 2(2), page 170, under copies of the editor..., 3rd line:
Panungulata — should be: Paenungulata.
Volume 2(2), page 192, 10th line: $5 — should be: $75.
Volume 2(2), page 192, 2nd paragraph from end, 1st line: Mehegan —
should be: Mehgan.
Volume 2(2), page 218, under Rubel, 3rd line: Surich — should be:
Zurich
Volume 2(2), page 219, under Tassy, 5th line: Jussiev — should be:
Jussieu.
Volume 2(3), page 18, Table 1, under Left ear, 3rd line: 23 - 27 —
should be 23 - 26.
Volume 2(3), page 24, under Figure 9: Front and Rear — should be
reversed.
Volume 2(3), page 25, under “Bones missing from the mounted
skeleton”, Left manus — add: phalanx no. 2 is missing from digit
I; Right manus — add: phalanx no. 2 is missing from digit I; Left
pes, change II-IV to read: II-V.

